
Working with Signs in Vision     

 
 
 
Q. Where is Signs in Vision based?  
 
Signs in Vision (SiV) is run remotely and does not have a central office base. This 
enables us to keep costs at a minimum for our clients.  Sindy, Angela and Carol all 
have full time jobs which may mean that there is a short delay in replying to any 
correspondence.  
  
 
Q. Why am I sent a Booking Form to sign when I have said I will attend a 
booking? 
 
The Booking Form you will be sent is a contract between you and SiV, confirming 
that you will attend.  
The signed booking form (typed signature is fine) will need to be returned to our 
bookings manager and finance officer within 24 hours, having been completely filled 
in with your estimated mileage/travel costs and hourly rate (This should not be an 
inclusive rate).  
 
 
Q.  Why must I get an Assignment Form signed when I have completed the 
booking?  
 
Many of our clients have requested that we submit signed Assignment Forms with 
our invoices, should we fail to do so they will not pay for that particular booking, and 
this in turn will mean we cannot pay you.  
All Assignment Forms and copy of travel receipts must be sent to finance as soon as 
possible.  
   
 
Q.  Why must I text the number at the bottom of the booking form to let SiV 
know I have arrived home safely after an evening’s booking?   
 
SiV have a lone worker policy which it would like its LSPs to adhere. We ask that 
LSPs who attend bookings after 6pm text us to let us know that they arrive home 
safely.  
 
 
Q. How does SiV provide support for its LSPs? 
 
SiV run peer supervision sessions with a trained counsellor; we also regularly 
provide CPD training courses. Please visit our website for further information.  


